
MCIS TRAINING & TESTING
MCIS offers language training and testing for bilingual individuals of various professional or academic 

backgrounds seeking to become accredited interpreters. Our professionals are trained on code of 

ethics and professional conduct, legal and court interpretation, healthcare interpretation, and the 

use of technology for language services. People who can read and speak fluently in two or more 

languages, one of which is English or French, and is interested in becoming a freelance interpreter 

and translator, are encouraged to discover more about one of our Interpreter Training Programs 

below.

Professional development opportunities are also available for trained interpreters and translators 

seeking to further their technical skills and knowledge.



ONLINE LANGUAGE INTERPRETER TRAINING (OLIT)
Our online interpreter accreditation program is a great asynchronous alternative for learners around 

the world who wish to control and manage their own learning experience. OLIT makes it easy to learn 

on your own and adapt your studies to a busy schedule. Sign up for OLIT and start your training 

today!

WHO IS THIS COURSE DESIGNED FOR?

Do you enjoy working late at night? Are you an early bird? Do you work rotating shifts? Do you have 

small children that you must care for at home? Perhaps you have accessibility issues that make mo-

bility and travel difficult. Online education offers you tremendous flexibility in terms of where, when 

and how long you study.

WHAT DO I NEED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROGRAM?

You have to have general knowledge of working with computers and basic knowledge of the Internet, 

such as file downloading, web browsing, pop-up windows, and registering for a student account on 

our website. You should also be prepared to devote a minimum of 3 hours per day (or 12 hours per 

week) to your course. This includes time to read course materials, research and clarify key concepts, 

complete glossaries, and submit exams and quizzes.



WHAT IS THE PROGRAM LIKE?

OLIT is NOT a self-paced program. You have six weeks to complete all course requirements.

OLIT training is composed of modules and lessons in rich, multimedia presentation formats. Lessons 

are easily viewed in most browsers and provide an accessible, engaging learning experience to 

students. OLIT is divided into modules designed to teach the core competencies of interpretation, 

with latter modules focusing on legal and medication interpretation. Modules overview as follows:

1. FUNDAMENTALS OF INTERPRETATION (FINT)

a. Code of Ethics for Interpreters

b. Applied Code of Ethics

c. Consecutive Interpreting

d. Sight Translation

e. Simultaneous Interpreting

f.  Accuracy in Interpreting

g. Memory, Focus and Assertiveness

h. Cultural Awareness and Challenges to Impartiality

i.  Technology in Interpreting

2. LEGAL INTERPRETATION (LINT)

a. Introduction to the Canadian Legal System

b. The Court Interpreter

c. Layout and Key Players

d. Protocols, Etiquette and Decorum

e. A Day in Court

f.  The Family and The Law (Family Law)

g. Civil Law

h. Criminal Law

3. MEDICAL INTERPRETATION (MINT)

a. Introduction to Healthcare Interpreting

b. Terminology, Body Systems, and Procedures

c. The Interpreter in Context

d. Interpreting in Mental Health Settings

e. Safety, Self-care and Vicarious Trauma

f.  Public Health Interpreting

g. Decorum, Assertiveness, and Professionalism

4. ACCREDITATION EXAMS

POST TRAINING

At the end of the training period, interpreters will be tested using one of the following methods. 

Students in Ontario are encouraged to seek out ILSAT or CILISAT certification, which are both ministry 

approved interpreter language proficiency tests; OPI, an oral proficiency interview; or the MCIS

Interpreter Proficiency Test, conducted in a WebEx online conference environment. This process can 

be skipped if the student can present proof of existing language proficiency. Upon completion of all 

above steps, a certificate will be issued.


